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INTRODUCTION 

1. This document describes a proposal to sanction the change of use of a disused farm 

building for residential use and to sanction the change of use of the adjoining 

agricultural land for use as a construction yard / inert waste recycling plant.  The site 

is located on Triq Dwardu Ellul, in Xgħajra (see Figure 1).     

2. The applicant is Peter Camilleri, hereinafter referred to as ‘the Applicant’; the project 

is hereinafter referred to as ‘the Scheme’. 

BACKGROUND  

3. Figure 2 shows the 1968 survey sheet extracted from the Planning Authority’s (PA) 

GeoServer, with the Scheme site outlined in red.  Figure 3 shows the 1998, 2004, 

2008, 2012 and 2016 aerial images of the Scheme site, also extracted from the PA’s 

GeoServer. 

4. The previous use of the site as a farm (a pig farm) was confirmed by the Department 

of Agriculture; a letter from the Department of Agriculture dated 30th July 2019 

refers to the registration of a pig farm on the site in 1978.   

5. As explained by the Applicant, he first acquired and occupied the Scheme site in 

1991, at which time the farm building was restored and partly extended to make it 

habitable; the house has been occupied since late 1991 on a part-time basis, by the 

Applicant and his family.  The Applicant explains that the soil on the land adjoining 

the farm building was also removed in late 1991 and the site begun to be used as a 

construction yard at that time, being the base for the storage of construction vehicles 

and equipment used in connection with the Applicant’s construction business.   

6. In August 1993, the PA refused permission to the Applicant for “Demolition of room 

and erection of garage” on part of the Scheme site (PA 03284/92).   The Applicant 

subsequently made an Application for Reconsideration of the decision; however, the 

original decision to refuse permission was upheld by the PA.  The Applicant did not 

pursue the works as proposed; the building that it had been intended to demolish is 

shown as ‘pre-1978 structure’ on Figure 3 below and is currently being used as an 

office for the business on site. 

7. As explained by the Applicant, the stone crusher was installed on the Scheme site in 

1994 and the processing / recycling of inert waste began at that time.   

8. In December 2018, the PA initiated enforcement action against the Applicant for 

“Alterations to pre-1967 building; Construction of separate structures without permit; 

Installation of Crusher on site without permit; Removal of soil; Change of use from 

agricultural land to a construction yard/inert waste recycling plant” (EC 00217/18).  The 

Applicant subsequently appealed the enforcement action to the Environment and 

Planning Review Tribunal (PAB 00023/19); the appeal is still pending.  
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9. In July 2019, the Applicant submitted a Full Development Permit application “To 

sanction change of use from disused farm into residential and to sanction internal changes to 

pre 1968 building and to sanction the installation of crusher, removal of soil and change of 

use from agricultural land to a construction yard/inert waste recycling plant” – the Scheme.   

10. In December 2019, the Environment and Resources Authority (ERA) requested the 

submission of a Project Description Statement (PDS).  This was communicated to the 

Applicant by the PA on 8th January 2020. 

ALTERNATIVE SITE SELECTION 

11. The Scheme involves the sanctioning of buildings / structures which have already 

been constructed, as well as activities in connection with an existing business.  As 

such, the Applicant did not consider any alternative sites.   
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Figure 1: Location of the Scheme Site 
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Figure 2: 1968 Survey Sheet, with the Scheme Site Outlined in Red (extracted from the Planning Authority’s GeoServer) 
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Figure 3: Aerial Images of the Scheme Site (extracted from the Planning Authority’s GeoServer) 
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THE SCHEME 

LOCATION OF SCHEME SITE 

12. The Scheme site is located on Triq Dwardu Ellul, within the Xgħajra Local Council 

administrative area.  The site lies in the Rural Area (Outside Development Zone).  

The nearest settlement is Xgħajra; the closest point of the Xgħajra Development 

Zone (at Tas-Sellum) is located approximately 152 m (plan distance) to the north of 

the Scheme site.  The Ta’ Maġġi Area of Containment is located approximately 50 m 

(plan distance) to the southwest of the Scheme site at its closest point.   

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCHEME SITE 

13. The Scheme site occupies an area of approximately 2,237 m2.  Figure 4 shows the 

existing layout plan and Figure 5 shows images of the Scheme site as it is currently.      

14. The northwest corner of the site is occupied by the residential property – the house 

with its garden (an area of approximately 200 m2 / 9% of the site).  The two-storey 

house immediately abuts Triq Dwardu Ellul.  Within the site, the garden is enclosed 

by an approximately 2.7 m high stone wall.  There is no direct access to the 

residential property from the road; there is a small pedestrian doorway giving access 

onto the garden only.   

15. The remainder of the Scheme site is used in connection with the construction yard / 

inert waste recycling facility.  The majority of the buildings / structures in connection 

with this activity are located along the northern boundary of the site.  These take the 

form of a maintenance garage, an adjoining open area with canopy used for the 

parking of heavy machinery, a smaller store, and a building housing an office and 

‘waiting area’.  There is another small store located in the southwest corner of  the 

site, just south of the vehicular entrance to the site; this building immediately abuts 

Triq Dwardu Ellul but has no direct access to / from the road.   

16. The mobile crusher is located in an area along the southern boundary of the site, in 

an area which has been partly excavated and is covered by a masonry structure open 

on the front.  There are three open stockpiles of inert waste material.  The raw 

material is stored close to the entrance; two stockpiles of processed material 

(different-sized aggregates) are stored in the centre of the site and in the southeast 

corner of the site.    

17. Within the site, the surface is generally beaten earth; the area immediately adjacent 

to the entrance from Triq Dwardu Ellul is concreted.  A high masonry stone wall 

encloses the Scheme site.  There is a system of water sprinklers installed on the wall 

around the perimeter of the construction yard / recycling plant.  

18. Vehicular access to the Scheme site (both the dwelling and the construction yard / 

recycling plant) is from a single point on Triq Dwardu Ellul.  As mentioned, there is 
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pedestrian access from this road to the garden of the dwelling.  There is also an 

access between the site and the adjoining land to the east, which is also owned by the 

Applicant.   

19. In the South Malta Local Plan, the Scheme site is identified as lying within an 

Agricultural Area (POLICY SMAG0 01), Valley Protection Zone (POLICY 

SMCO 07), Aquifer Protection Zone (POLICY SMCO 08) and, for a large part, a 

Class B Archaeology Sensitive Area (POLICY SMCO 04) - see Figure 6.  

POLICY SMCO 07 (Valleys) provides that in Valley Protection Zones “there will 

be a presumption against any development within these areas that will adversely affect the 
function of the valley as an important water catchment area”.  The Policy advocates the 

formulation of “management plans to guide the reinstatement of valleys which have been 

degraded as a result of illegal dumping or specific development activities, particularly 

quarrying”).   

20. POLICY SMCO 08 (Groundwater Resources Protection and Water 

Quality) precludes the installation of septic tanks and industrial development “in the 

vicinity of public boreholes, underground gallery systems of springs and pumping dolines 

which contribute to the natural recharge of aquifers which are tapped for drinking water 

purposes” and advocates the adequate provision for collection / discharge of rain and 

surface water run-off and collection areas for waste material.  POLICY SMCO 04 
precludes any development which is likely to adversely affect archaeological areas and 

sites listed as Class B, or their natural settings. 

CHARACTER OF THE AREA AROUND THE SCHEME SITE 

 Land Uses 

21. A land use survey of the area surrounding the Scheme site was conducted in February 

2020.  The land uses are illustrated in Figure 7, and various images are shown in 

Figure 8. 

22. The predominant land use in the vicinity of the Scheme site is agriculture, where the 

fields are general under cultivation.  There is a large livestock farm complex (pig and 

poultry) located opposite the Scheme site on Triq Dwardu Ellul.   

23. As mentioned, the Ta’ Maġġi Area of Containment is located approximately 50 m 

(plan distance) to the southwest of the Scheme site at its closest point.  It 

accommodates a range of industrial / commercial uses, including Tal-Milord Concrete 

Supplies, Smart ICT, and AF Sign Studio.  There is a small convenience shop located 

to the north of the Scheme site on Triq It-Torri Alof de’ Wignacourt, approximately 

234 m (plan distance) at the closest point. 

24. The nearest settlement to the Scheme site is Xgħajra, where the Development Zone 

comes to within 152 m (plan distance) to the Scheme site, to the north on Triq 

Dwardu Ellul.  The Zabbar Development Zone comes to within 186 m of the Scheme 

site (plan distance) at its closest point (to the southwest of the Scheme site).  There 
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are a number of single residential properties located in the vicinity of the Scheme 

site; the closest of these is located approximately 35 m (plan distance) to the north 

of the site.   

Natural and Cultural Heritage 

25. The underlying geology of the area around the Scheme site is shown in Figure 9.  

The Scheme site primarily overlies an area of Lower Globigerina Limestone; a small 

portion of the southwest corner of the site overlies Middle Globigerina Limestone.   

26. As mentioned, the Local Plan identifies the Scheme site as lying within an Agricultural 

Area, a Valley Protection Zone and an Aquifer Protection Zone (see Figure 6).  The 

PA’s GeoServer identifies the nearest scheduled natural heritage site to be the Level 

4 scheduled Wied Ta’ Rinella Area of Ecological Importance (AEI); this is located 

approximately 1.1 km (plan distance) to the northwest of the Scheme site at its 

closest point.      

27. The nearest scheduled cultural heritage designation to the Scheme site, as identified 

on the PA’s GeoServer, is the Grade 2 scheduled Id-Dar tal-Barunissa Covent, 

located approximately 630 m (plan distance) to the southeast (see Figure 8 and 

Figure 10).  However, the Local Plan identifies the majority of the Scheme site as 

lying within a Class B Archaeologically Sensitive Area, in connection with Megalithic 

Remains lying approximately 14 m to the north of the site at the closest point (see 

Figure 6 and Figure 8, which is a photograph of the rubble wall in this location).  

There is also a Second World War pill box located approximately 23 m (plan 

distance) to the southwest of the Scheme site (see Figure 8).  Whilst the megalithic 

remains and the bunker have not yet been formally scheduled, it is noted that the 

scheduling process is an ongoing one and that not all properties of cultural (or 
natural) heritage significance have as yet been identified and afforded the level of 

protection they merit.  Hence the precautionary principle should always apply when 

considering property with potential cultural or natural heritage significance.   
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Figure 4: Existing Layout Plan 
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Figure 5: Images of the Scheme Site 

   

View of the frontage of the Scheme site, showing the vehicular entrance from Triq 

Dwardu Ellul and dwelling to the left of this 
Dwelling where it fronts Triq Dwardu Ellul (looking north) Dwelling (looking south on Triq Dwardu Ellul) 

   

Northern boundary of the Scheme site Entrance to the construction yard / recycling plant from Triq Dwardu Ellul View east along the southern boundary of the Scheme site 
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Pre-1968 store (with extension) inside the entrance to the Scheme site  Raw material stockpile to the right of the entrance to the Scheme site View of the entrance from within the Scheme site 

   

View towards the nothwest corner of the Scheme site, showing from right to left 

the roofed storage area (constructed in 2016), maintenance garage, store (with fuel 

tanks on its roof) and pre-1978 structure being used as an office  

View of the roofed storage area (constructed in 2016) 

View of the northeast corner of the Scheme site, showing conveyor belt for 

transfer of aggregate and the access to adjoining lands to the east (the buildings 

shown on the boundary relate to the adjoining site) 
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View of the stone crusher and its enclosure (constructed in 2016), with the larger grain aggregate stockpile to the right 
View of the southeast corner of the Scheme site showing the finer aggregrate 

stockpile 

  
Water spinkler system installed on the perimeter of the construction yard / 

recycling plant 
One of the Applicants trucks 
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Figure 6 Xgħajra Environmental Constraints Map (extracted from the South Malta Local Plan 2006) – Scheme site boundary shown in red 
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Figure 7:  Surrounding Land Uses 
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Figure 8: Images of the Land Uses in the Vicinity of the Scheme Site 

   

Megalithic remains Grade 2 scheduled Id-Dar tal-Barunissa Covent 

   

Second World War pill box Ta’ Maġġi Area of Containment 
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Agricultural land 

   

Livestock (pig / chicken) farm opposite the Scheme site Edge of the Xghajra Development Zone Edge of the Zabbar Development Zone 
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Nearest residential property to the Scheme site Nearby residential properties 
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Figure 9: Geology of the Area around the Scheme Site 
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Figure 10: Cultural Heritage Designations (as shown on the Planning Authority’s GeoServer) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEME 

28. The Scheme involves the sanctioning of both buildings / structures and the activities 

carried out on site.  The Scheme accommodates residential use in the northwest 

corner of the site and industrial use on the remainder (majority) of the site, 

specifically a construction yard and inert waste recycling plant.  The layout plan 

included as Figure 4 above shows the location of the buildings / structures and 

where of the general activities are taking place.  Figure 11 and Figure 12, the 

ground and first floor layout plans respectively, further clarify the location of some of 

the activities.  Figure 13 and Figure 15 show the roof plan and elevations and 

sections of the buildings / structures, respectively.  

29. Specifically, the Scheme involves the sanctioning of:      

• The change of use of and alterations to the building on the northwest corner of 

the site (described as a pre-1968 structure and previously a farm building) for 

residential use (as a single residential unit).  The building was converted for 

residential use in 1990 / 1991.  This building directly abuts Triq Dwardu Ellul but 

has no direct vehicular access from the road; there is a small pedestrian doorway 

from the road giving access onto the garden to the south of the dwelling.  The 

building is over two floors (ground and first floor), with a washroom at roof level.  

This building is the tallest building on the site relative to Triq Dwardu Ellul; it has 

a maximum height of approximately 7.4 m (see Figures 4 and 5 above and 

Figures 11 to 13 below).     

• The use of the remainder of the site as a construction yard and an inert waste 

recycling plant, which have been operational since 1990 and 1994, respectively.  

The operational activities in connection with the recycling plant are described 

below.  The buildings / structures used in connection with the business are (see 

Figures 4 and 5 above and Figures 11 to 13 below):  

o Single-storey building (described as pre-1978), also located within the 

northwest corner of the site, to the southeast of the dwelling, 

accommodating an office and ‘waiting area’ (converted for such use in 1990).   

o Single-storey building constructed in 1994, located along the northern 

boundary of the Scheme site, accommodating a maintenance garage; 

o Single-storey store adjacent to the maintenance garage and abutting the 

garden of the house, which was also constructed in 1994; 

o Single-storey store immediately to the south of the entrance to the site from 

Triq Dwardu Ellul (on the southwest corner, and part of which is described 

as pre-1968), abutting but with no direct access to the road.  The building 

was extended and converted for use in connection with the construction 

yard and inert waste recycling plant in 1994;   
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o Canopy-covered area used for the parking of heavy machinery, adjacent to 

the maintenance garage and also abutting the northern boundary of the site 

(the canopy was erected in 2016); and 

o Roofed structure constructed in 2016 that has been partly excavated into 

the site, enclosing the stone crusher on three sides.  

30. There are three stockpiles of inert waste on the site, all of which are open stockpiles, 

with no enclosure.  The raw material is initially deposited in the area to the north of 

the entrance from Triq Dwardu Ellul (this is shown on Figure 4; also see Figure 5).  

The processed material is stockpiled in the centre of the site, in the case of larger 

aggregate, and in the southeast corner of the site, in the case of finer aggregate (also 

see Figure 5).  The Applicant has explained that he is willing to excavate the area 

beneath the stockpiles, in order to enclose and contain the stockpiles on the sides, 

and to roof over the excavated areas, in order to mitigate dust dispersal.  In roofing 

over of the stockpiles at their current level, the structures will likely be visible from 

outside of the site.   

31. The Applicant is also willing to lay a concrete surface throughout the site.  As 

mentioned, there is already a water sprinkler system installed around the perimeter 

of the construction yard / recycling plant, to spray the stockpiles and the site surface 

to limit dust dispersal.     

32. The buildings / structures on site have a cumulative footprint of approximately 404 

m2 and a cumulative Gross Floor Area (GFA) of approximately 438 m2.  The 

residential property has a footprint of approximately 70 m2 and a GFA of 

approximately 104 m2.  The buildings identified on Figure 4 as being pre-1968 

buildings have a cumulative footprint and equivalent GFA of approximately 104 m2.  

The building identified as being pre-1978 has a footprint / GFA of approximately 33 

m2.  The remaining, more recent buildings have a cumulative footprint / GFA of 

approximately 267m2.     

33. As mentioned, there is a single vehicular access to the Scheme site from the public 

road (Triq Dwardu Ellul), located towards the southwest corner of the site, as well 

as a pedestrian access from Triq Dwardu Ellul, into the garden of the residential 

property.  There is also an access between the Scheme site and the adjoining field to 

the east, which is also owned by the Applicant. 

Operational Arrangements 

34. As mentioned, the Scheme operates as a construction yard, for the storage of 

construction vehicles and machinery used by the Applicant in his construction 

business, as well as an inert waste / inert processing / recycling facility.  As explained 

by the Applicant, the inert waste material processed on site originates primarily from 

his own construction sites; the facility accepts a small amount of inert waste from 

third party sites.  The material is sorted on arrival, to separate out any remaining 
plastic, metal, iron, etc (this material is recycled, as described below).  The waste is 
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then processed to produce two grades of aggregate, the larger used for road building 

and the finer grade material used for fill.   

35. The construction yard / recycling plant operates six days a week (from Monday to 

Saturday), between the hours of 07:00 and 16:00 on Monday to Friday and between 

the hours of 07:00 to 12:00 on Saturday.  Waste is delivered to the site by means of 

trucks.  There were approximately 150 truck deliveries of waste in 2019.     

Services 

36. The Scheme site is served by electricity from the grid.  The site is also connected to 

the sewerage network; there are no cesspits on site.  As further described below, 

there is no mains water supply to the scheme site.  Water is extracted from a 

registered borehole in the adjacent field; rainwater is also collected and stored in two 

reservoirs on the site.   
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Figure 11: Ground Floor Layout  
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Figure 12: First Floor Layout  
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Figure 13: Roof Plan 
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 Figure 14: Elevations and Sections 
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RESOURCES 

Energy 

37. In 2019, the Scheme had an annual electricity consumption in the range of 7,000 

kWh.  There are currently no alternative energy technologies employed.  However, 

the Applicant has explained that he is willing to install solar panels on the site.    

38. The Applicant has also confirmed that there is no intention to increase the intensity 

of activity on the site, or to make any changes such that would serve to increase the 

current electricity consumption rate.   

Water 

39. As mentioned, there is no mains water supply to the Scheme site.  Water is 

extracted from a registered borehole located in the field adjacent to the site.  

Additionally, rainwater water is collected and stored in two reservoirs on site.  These 

are located beneath the courtyard of the dwelling and at a location close to the 

entrance from Triq Dwardu Ellul (see Figure 4 above)  This collected water is used 

on site to spray the stockpiles and site surface, as a measure to reduce dust dispersal.    

Raw Materials  

40. Since the Scheme is already in existence, and no further construction works are 

envisaged, there will be no further construction raw materials used.  The range of 

raw materials that would have been used in constructing the development on site 

would have included primarily stone (limestone blocks), as well as concrete, steel, 

aluminium, etc,.  Noting that a number of pre-existing buildings were converted for 

use, the ‘new’ construction involved the maintenance garage and the adjoining store, 

the heavy machinery parking area, and the extension to the store in the southwest 

corner of the site.  The amounts of materials used in this construction would have 

been relatively minimal.       

41. The operational raw materials include essentially the inert waste material.  In 2019, 

approximately 2,800 m3 of inert waste material was processed on site.  

Approximately 3,500 L of fuel oil (diesel) is currently stored on site, in two tanks (the 

cumulative capacity of the tanks is 5,4000 L).  The diesel is used to power the mobile 

crusher.  Currently, these tanks are not contained within a bunded area.  However, 

the Applicant has explained that he is willing to construct an appropriate bund.     

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Construction Phase 

42. Again, since the Scheme is already in existence, and no further construction works 

are envisaged, there will be no construction waste produced.  In readying the site for 

use in connection with the construction yard / recycling plant in late 1991, 

approximately 400 t of soil were removed from the site.  The Applicant explains that 

the soil was given to a local farmer (the Applicant has the contact details of this 
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farmer should this information be required to confirm this).  A small amount of stone 

material would also have been generated, from the excavation for foundations of the 

new buildings / structures.  As explained by the applicant, this excavated stone was 

processed on site.     

Operational Phase 

43. The majority of the operational waste generated on site is domestic waste – 

municipal wastes including paper and cardboard, glass, and biodegradable kitchen 

waste, and this is produced in very small quantities given the number of employees. 

This is disposed of by licensed waste contractors, in accordance with the relevant 

regulations.   

44. It is notable that when the inert raw material for processing is first deposited on site, 

the material is sorted by the Applicant, so as to remove any plastic, metal, etc.,. 

(there is evidence of this sorting in the photograghs in Figure 5 above.  This material 

is also disposed of by licensed waste contractors.     

EMPLOYMENT 

45. A total of two full-time staff are employed on site / in connection with the 

construction yard / inert waste recycling plant.  The Applicant has confirmed that 

there is no intention to increase the employee compliment.   
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

46. Environmental impacts can be negative as well as positive and their assessment is 

important so as to better define the effects that a development may have on its 

receiving environment.  The determination of the magnitude and significance of the 
impacts is normally identified and assessed through the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) process.  At this stage in the process, and taking account of the fact 

that the Scheme is already in existence, a preliminary list of environmental impacts 

can be identified.  The list identifies those impacts that are considered likely to be 

significant.   

47. The significant impacts arising from the Scheme are considered to be: 

• Impacts on geological resources  

As mentioned, approximately 400 t of soil were removed from the Scheme site 

to facilitate the Scheme (albeit in late 1991), as well as a small quantity of rock 

material.  The soil was given to a local farmer, and the stone material was 

processed on site.  Any extraction of geological resources is considered to have a 

major negative impact; therefore the Scheme has had a significant negative impact 

on geological resources on site.       

• Impacts on agriculture  

The Scheme has had a significant negative impact on agriculture, through the 

direct loss of agricultural land, where the site was previously used for agriculture.  

The soil removed from the site was given to a local farmer, as mentioned.   

Where the adjoining fields are still in agricultural use, there may also have been 

an impact on the use and productivity of this agricultural land, both during the 

construction of the new buildings / structures and possibly from the operation of 

the Scheme, by reasons of dust dispersal.  The scale of this impact is uncertain.   

The Applicant has taken action to mitigate and control operational dust dispersal, 

including lowering that part of the site which contains the stone crusher itself, 

and enclosing and roofing over the area, as well as installing a water sprinkler 

system, and using tarpaulin to cover the crushed aggregate in the trucks leaving 

the site.  The Applicant has explained that he is also willing to contain and enclose 

the stockpiles as necessary, in order to further mitigate dust dispersal, as well as 

to lay a concrete surface throughout the site.       

• Impacts on ecology and environmental services  

Where the Scheme has resulted in the loss of soil and also vegetation from the 

site, this has had a significant negative impact on the habitats that previously 

existed within the site, and possibly also had an effect on the ecology of the areas 

immediately outside of the site.  There will also have been a negative impact on 
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the environmental services that would have been afforded by the site in its 

natural state.      

• Impacts on landscape and visual amenity  

The Scheme has resulted in a significant modification to the appearance and 

character of site, where it was previously agricultural land with a rural landscape 

character.  The introduction of an industrial activity, and essentially urban 

development form, on the site has had a significant negative impact on the rural 

landscape character and visual amenity of the area.    

• Impacts on air quality 

The activity within the construction yard / recycling plant generates dust 

emissions, although the Applicant has taken action to mitigate and control dust 

dispersal, as described, and is willing to undertake further measures (including 

enclosing the material stockpiles and concreting the surface of the site in its 

entirety).  The scale of the impact from dust emissions on the ambient air quality 

is uncertain.     

• Noise impacts 

As mentioned, there are a number of residential properties in the area round the 

Scheme, with the closest property being approximately 35 m to the north of the 

site (approximately 65 m from the area where the stone crusher is located).  

Noting that the crusher is located at a lower level than the adjoining land, is 

enclosed within a roofed structure, and that the site itself is bounded by high 

masonry walls, it is unlikely that the noise impact from the crusher is significantly 

audible at the nearby residential properties1.   

Noise from the movement of heavy vehicles on the approach roads to the site 

may be having an impact on nearby residents, although it is noted that the activity 

taking place at Ta’ Maggi Area of Containment also serves to bring heavy vehicle 

traffic into the area.  The scale of this impact is uncertain.   

• Impacts on ground water  

Where the surface of the construction yard / recycling plant is beaten earth and 

the fuels tanks are not contained within a bunded area, there is the potential for 

contamination of ground water from leaking fuel oil; leakages and spills from 

vehicles / machinery is also an issue.  As mentioned, the Local Plan identifies the 

Scheme site as lying within a Valley Protection Zone and an Aquifer Protection 

 

 

 
1 The Applicant has a video recording of the noise emanating from the stone crusher when in operation, taken 

from within the Scheme site.  This recording can be submitted to ERA if required. 
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Zone.  The Applicant has explained that he is willing to relocate the fuel tanks 

within an appropriate bunded area and to concrete the site in its entirety.   

• Traffic impacts  

The Scheme has served to increase the volume of heavy vehicular traffic to and 

from the site, although, as mentioned, there is also heavy vehicle traffic in the 

area arising from the activity at Ta’ Maggi Area of Containment.  Nevertheless, 

the increase in vehicular traffic in connection with the Scheme may have had a 

negative impact on air quality and the ambient noise climate.  The scale of the 

impact is uncertain.   

MITIGATION PROPOSALS 

48. Preliminary potential mitigation measures associated with the identified impacts 

arising from the Scheme, and taking account of the fact that the Scheme is already in 

existence, include: 

• The introduction of trees and vegetation around the perimeter of the 

construction yard / recycling plant, in order to improve the visual integration of 

the development and having regard to the rural location and rural character; 

• The containment and enclosure of the raw material and aggregate stockpiles (as 

far as practical), in order to further mitigate dust emissions and dispersal, but with 

consideration of the potential visual impacts from any new built structures on the 

site.   

• The laying down of an impermeable concrete surface throughout that part of the 

Scheme site occupied by the construction yard / recycling plant, in order to both 

further mitigate dust dispersal and limit the potential for contamination of ground 

water;  

• The relocation of the diesel fuel tanks to a contained, bunded area, in order to 

limit the potential for contamination of ground water; and 

• Ensuring compliance with waste management regulations and the adoption of best 

practice in relation to operational waste management. 

 

 


